
Proportional Representation

The Problem

Politics in America is Broken. Gridlock is Pervasive. Americans are Fed Up.

Because the vast majority of House districts are non-competitive and decided by primaries, millions of Americans have no real voice in Congress and the most electable candidates are also often the most extreme. Our current system rewards hyper-partisanship and polarization.

The Solution

Proportional Representation and Multiparty Democracy.

To save our democracy, we need to end the two-party duopoly and elect our representatives through proportional representation. Under this new system, most congressional districts would be larger than they are now, and represented in Congress by several members, with candidates elected in proportion to their party’s support. Americans want better representation and government that works – proportional representation is the reform to get us there.

No More "Us vs. Them"
In a multi-party system, candidates would have to campaign on their values and merit, rather than simply attack their opponent.

Give Everyone a Voice In Congress
With proportional representation, nearly every district would have competitive races. Democrats in "red districts," Republicans in "blue districts," and Independents would all have real representation.

No Gerrymandering
Larger, multi-member districts would strip partisan politicians of the ability to draw districts that benefit themselves.

More Compromise Among Parties
Since outright majorities are so rare in proportional representation, parties would have to compromise and build coalitions.

Voter Participation and Engagement Would Increase
With competitive races in every district and several candidates representing different ideologies, voters would feel more engaged and compelled to support a party that better represents them. Additionally, parties would invest in winning races across the country – not just a select few swing districts.
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